NLF’S CORE VALUES

思いやり “OMOIYARI” (being considerate)

Omoiyari encompasses caring, embracing diversity in others, respect, sympathy and empathy for others.

忍耐 “NINTAI” (perseverance)

Nintai teaches us to be patient, self-regulated, resilient, and able to cope with difficulties and adversities.

感謝 “KANSHA” (gratitude)

Kansha helps us to remember to be thankful, appreciative, sincere, respectful towards others and the environment.

創造性 “SOUZOUSEI” (creativity)

Souzousei reminds us to be creative, innovative, pioneering, and hopeful.

学問 “GAKUMON” (learning)

Gakumon reminds us to be critical thinkers, lifelong learners, and inquisitive.